In this work, we give a description of the process of teleportation between Alice in an inertial frame, and Rob who is in uniform acceleration with respect to Alice. The fidelity of the teleportation is reduced due to Davies-Unruh radiation in Rob's frame. In so far as teleportation is a measure of entanglement, our results suggest that quantum entanglement is degraded in noninertial frames. DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.91.180404 PACS numbers: 03.67.Hk, 03.30.+p, 03.65.Ud, 04.62.+v The new field of quantum information science is a vindication of Landauer's insistence that we recognize the physical basis of information storage, processing, and communication [1] . Recognizing that information science must be grounded in our understanding of the physical world, one is prompted to ask how relativistic considerations might impact tasks, such as teleportation [2] , that rely on quantum entangled states. Recently, a number of authors have studied quantum entanglement in the context of Lorentz transformations. While Lorentz transformations cannot change the overall quantum entanglement of a bipartite state [3, 4] , they can change which observables of the local systems are entangled [5, 6] .
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In this paper, we consider quantum entanglement in noninertial frames. We concentrate on a particular quantum information task, quantum teleportation, and show that the fidelity of teleportation is reduced when the receiver is making observations in a uniformly accelerated frame. This is distinct from reduction in fidelity through the Lorentz mixing of degrees of freedom noted by Gingrich and Adami [5] . Rather it is a direct consequence of the existence of Unruh-Hawking radiation for accelerated observers.
Let Alice be an inertial Minkowski observer with zero velocity, located on the world line passing through event P as shown in Fig. 1 . A noninertial observer Rob is traveling with positive constant acceleration in the z direction with respect to Alice. Rob is initially moving in the negative z direction, but comes to rest at event P, before moving off in the positive z direction.
We now discuss how Alice and Rob can come to share an entangled resource for teleportation. Suppose that Alice and Rob each hold an optical cavity, at rest in their local frame. At event P their two frames coincide when Rob's frame is instantaneously at rest. At this event, we suppose that the two cavities overlap and simultaneously a four photon source excites a two photon state in each cavity, as depicted in Fig. 2 . We will also assume that, prior to event P, Alice and Rob ensure that all photons are removed from their cavities.
Suppose that each cavity supports two orthogonal modes (spatial modes, we ignore polarization, and model the photons by the massless modes of a scalar field), with the same frequency, labeled A i ; R i with i 1; 2, which are each excited to a single photon Fock state at event P. At P, the total state held by Alice and Rob is then the entangled state
where j1i A i ; j1i R i are single photon excitations of the Minkowski vacuum states in each of the cavities. Treating these states as single particle excitations of the Minkowski vacuum is an approximation. We expect this to be valid so long as the cavities do not move appreciably over the time taken for the source to excite the modes. As 
where the first qubit in each term refers to cavity A, the second qubit refers to cavity R, and the logical states j0i M ; j1i M are defined in terms of the physical Fock states for A's cavity by the dual rail basis states
with similar expressions for R's cavity. The previous construction implicitly assumes that we have chosen a modal decomposition of the Minkowski vacuum based on intracavity and extracavity modes. This is a legitimate alternative to the usual way of quantizing the vacuum in terms of plane wave modes [7] . Once the cavities are loaded with a photon, we assume the cavity is perfect and cannot emit the photon. The quasimodes of Ref. [7] then become genuine orthogonal modes.
In order to set up a teleportation protocol [8] , we now suppose that Alice has an additional cavity, which we will call the client cavity (C), again containing a single qubit with dual rail encoding by a single photon excitation of a two mode Minkowski vacuum state. This qubit is in an unknown state
As Rob's cavity accelerates away, the client cavity is brought near to A's cavity so that a joint measurement can be made on the two orthogonal modes of each cavity.
The joint measurement should correspond to an effective measurement of the two qubit system in the Bell basis for A and C. The results of this measurement are then sent to Rob, and can be received by him as long as Alice transmits them before she moves across Rob's horizon (see Fig. 1 ). Rob now uses these measurements to make transformations, and possibly measurements, to verify the protocol in his local accelerating frame. However, we now must confront the possibility that, as Rob is accelerating, his cavity will become populated by thermally excited photons through the Davies-Unruh mechanism [9] . As we will show, this reduces the fidelity of a teleportation protocol between accelerated partners.
In Minkowski coordinates Rob's world line is t R a ÿ1 sinha; z R a ÿ1 cosha; (5) where is the proper time along the world line. Rob's trajectory is a hyperbola in the right Ridler wedge (RRW) labeled region I, of constant positive Rindler position 1=a (Fig. 1 ). It is bounded by the lightlike asymptotes H ÿ and H which represent Rob's past and future horizons; 0 with ÿ1 and 1, respectively. The time reversed, mirror image left Rindler wedge (LRW), labeled region II, corresponds to trajectories with < 0. The two regions are causally disconnected from each other. It is well appreciated now [9] [10] [11] that the quantization of fields in Minkowski and Rindler coordinates are inequivalent, implying that the vacuum j0i I seen by Rob in the RRW is different than the Minkowski vacuum seen by Alice j0i M [12] . The main consequence of this fact is that Rob must expand the single particle Minkowski states j0i M and j1i M in his corresponding logical states j0i M and j1i M in terms of the Rindler region I and II Fock states as
where r is the dimensionless acceleration parameter defined by tanhr e ÿ2 with !=a=c, and ! is the common frequency of both Alice's and Rob's cavity [13] . The exponential factor can be rewritten as e Second, the state Rob observes for > 0 must be adapted to the right Rindler wedge, region I in which his motion is now confined. Since he is causally disconnected from the LRW, the state he observes in region I will be the Minkowski state traced over region II: To Upon receiving the result i; j of Alice's measurement, Rob can apply the rotation operators Z i I X j I j n1 restricted to the one-excitation sector of his state spanned by fj0i I ; j1i I g fj0; 1i I ; j1; 0i I g to turn this portion of his density matrix into the region I analogue of the state Alice attempted to teleport to him, namely,
The fidelity of Rob's final state with j i I is then (12) Rob can check to see whether any Davies-Unruh photons have been excited in his local cavity using a nonabsorbing detector. The probability of obtaining the answer NO is cosh ÿ6 r. In that case, he has restored the required entanglement, and teleportation can be completed without error. However, if Rob obtains the more likely result YES, then he cannot complete the protocol without error. In principle, Rob may be able to implement an error correction protocol that simply looks for more than one photon in each of his modes and makes the appropriate correction.
It is of some interest to consider the reduction of fidelity in terms of entropy. Consider the von Neumann entropy S ÿTr log of Rob's premeasurement state, postmeasurement state upon learning the result of Alice's measurement, and the vacuum state, as a function of r. The premeasurement state is obtained from Eq. (9) by averaging i; j over all four possible input states, which reduces it to a diagonal density matrix. The postmeasurement state is given by Eq. (9) with the input state to the teleportation protocol chosen to be j i M 1= 2 p j0i M j1i M , without loss of generality.
For any acceleration ra, the one-excitation sector of I is always j ij i I h ij j=cosh 6 r. For the particular choice of x ij y ij 1= 2 p for the teleported state, the probabilities of Rob's diagonal premeasurement state are given by p Tr II j0i M h0j with diagonal entries p vac n;m 1 ÿ 2 n p vac n for n 0 and 0 m n. In a sense, each normalized n-excitation density matrix of the premeasurement state is individually thermalized with equal entries proportional to nÿ1 as opposed to n as in
. Within the same n-excitation subspace, the postmeasurement state retains a character distinct from a thermalized state, with probabilities proportional to m nÿ1 for each of its n 1 diagonalized component states.
The difference of the von Neumann entropies between I pre and I post is plotted in Fig. 3 along with a normalized five-state model incorporating the n f1; 2g sectors of both density matrices. Individually, the components of each density matrix are approaching zero due to the factors of 1 ÿ 3 nÿ1 . However, the observation that both the complete and approximate model show that S S pre ÿ S post approaches zero very slowly (note that r 3 in Fig. 3 implies 0:58) indicates that In an attempt to teleport a state j i M j0i M j1i M to Rob, the best we can expect this uniformly accelerated observer to recover at the end of the protocol is j i I j0i I j1i I .We have shown that the fidelity of Rob's postmeasurement state with this best possible result j i I is cosh ÿ6 r. In addition, we have demonstrated that the information gain obtained by Rob (defined as the difference in the von Neumann entropies of his pre-and postmeasurement states) decreases with increasing acceleration through the Minkowski vacuum, which Rob perceives as a Rindler thermal state. At high acceleration (high Davies-Unruh temperatures), all information is lost and Rob perceives only the thermalized vacuum state.
Recently, Anderson et al. [14] have discussed teleportation and the Unruh vacuum, using Rindler observers Alice and Bob traveling on the mirror modes trajectories of [15] , one of which exists in region I and the other in region II. Our protocol is physically quite different. Kok and Yurtsever [16] have recently considered the interaction of a uniformly accelerated qubit with a massless scalar field (in a similar fashion to the classic ''particle detector'' calculation of Unruh and Wald [17] ) and show that the qubit decoheres. For long interaction times and slow enough accelerations, the decoherence can be made arbitrarily small.
We have given an explanation of the reduction of teleportation fidelity in terms of the Unruh radiation seen by Rob in his frame. Note that this is an operationally meaningful statement as Rob can attempt to verify that he has received the desired state x lm j0i I y lm j1i I by local verification measurements (e.g., a single photon interference experiment), and then send the results to Alice. From an operational point of view, Alice would conclude that the shared entangled resource has become decohered. It is well known that entanglement is a fragile resource in the presence of environmental decoherence. It appears also to be a fragile resource when one of the entangled parties undergoes acceleration. While the degree of decoherence is exceedingly small for practical accelerations, the apparent connection between space time geometry and quantum entanglement is intriguing. ∆   FIG. 3 . Rob's entropy information gain (in bits) S gain S pre ÿ S post upon receiving Alice's measurement results: numerical (solid) and S n2 gain (dashed) for a five-state, n f1; 2g excitation model using the fj0; 1i I ; j1; 0i I g and fj0; 2i I ; j1; 1i I ; j0; 2i I g sector from Rob's postmeasurement state, with x ij y ij 1= 2 p .
